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MOSCOW-The Soviet Union told vis·
!ting West German leaders that It will re·
lease all people regarded by the West as
political prisoners before the end of this
year.
·
German officials said Soviet authorities
hope the mo\·e. which follows a relaxation
of Soviet emigration policies, will win in·
ternational support for Moscow's desire to
host a human rights conference In the
early 1990s. So far only the French govern·
ment has said it is prepared to support
such a conference. _West Gennany now appears to be moving toward support.
GeMady Gerasimov, the Soviet spokes· ·
man, refused to conflnn the prisoner release, which was announced by West Ger·
man Chancellor Helmut Kohl following
three days of talks here.
German officials, however, said Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
stated during a meeting with his German
counterpart, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, that
political prisoners will be released this
year. Mr. Genscher told a news conference
that Mr. Shevardnadze had made a similar
statement to French leaders during a recent visit to Paris. In Washington, a State
Department spokesman said that U.S. Sec·
retary of State George Shultz received a
similar assurance from Mr. Shevardnadze
in late September.
If carried out, the release would be a
dramatic gesture by a country long reviled
for locking up people who dared to speak
out against official policy. Mikhail Gorba·
chev is allowing greater openness and crit·
icbm In Soviet society as part of his wideranging refonns. but the idea of com·
pletely free speech remains an alien and
virtually untested concept here.
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Japanese Not

At Libya Site,
U.S~ Is Told
By DaVid B. Ottawey
, .• """"'....... Sutf Wni.,

Japan faas told the United·States
~hat no Japanese nationals
com·
panies are W'drfting-• ao 'iDdustriat
:-oite in Libya near wheie a huge

or

Diplomats urged caution about the re·
lease because of the unusual way it was
announced, and because of disagreements
over the definition of a political prisoner.
The Kremlin. which long denied that
there were political prisoners here. now
concedes they do exist. The most recent of·
ficial Soviet estimates put the total between 12 and 29. Moscow defines political
prisoners as people sentenced under two
articles of the So\iet criminal code that
make beha \ior loosely defined as antl·Soviet a criminal offense. Both articles of
the code were. widely used ln locking up
dissiden:s in the 1970s.
The U.S. and some other Western coun·
tries estimate there are many more pollti·
cal prisoners. The human rights organiza·
lion Amnesty International said last month
that about 200 prisoners of conscience are
still jailed, in exile or held in psychiatric
hospitals against their wUI.
Gennan officials declined to give the
number or names of those the Soviets say
will be released. But Moscow is expected
to act on the basis of lists handed to it by
Germany and other Western countries.
In the past two years, Mr. Gorbachev
has moved to reduce International criti·
clsm of Moscow's human-rights violations.
Several hundred political prisoners have
been released, and emigration policies
have been relaxed. One of the most celfbrated dissidents of the 1970s, nuclear
physicist Andrei Sakharov, has been reha·
bilitated to such an extent that he has held
officially sanctioned press conferences and
can now travel abroad.
Perhaps the most significant change
now under consideration here ls a plan to
revamp the criminal code as part of a
broader reform of the Soviet legal system.
Mr. Gorbachev, a lawyer by training, has
frequently said that Soviet society should
become law·based.
Under the refonn. Soviet sources say at
least one of the two criminal code articles
used to imprison dissidents may be revised
or eliminated. But the legislative overhaul
isn't completed and Mr. Gerasimov said
"there are lots of differing opinions

•_, -/ i

French Rafale will be the only
multi-purpose fighter aircraft
available until 1999, said a
26 Oct. W. German article in
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.
The newspaper
quoted
French PM Michel Rocard as
saying the Rafale meets the w.
German Luftwaffe requirements
better than the Fiohter 90.
Rocard noted that Dassault,
the company producing the Rafale, has made a 50-50 offer to
W. German aircraft industries
to cooperate in the production
of the Rafale, but has not yet
received an answer.
(Summarized from . transcripts
and translations provided by
SHAPE Public Information Off ice. Source material available from SAF/AAR., 4C88l)
voiced" about proposed modifications.
Among measures taken to clean their
international image of the dark stain of hu·
man rights abuses, the Soviets have set up
a human rights committee that ls spread·
Ing the word that Moscow has shifted Its
policies. Moscow also is quietly seeking to
reenter the World Psychiatric Association,
which they left five years ago just before
they would have been expelled. And, for
two years. the Soviets have tried to v.in in·
ternational support to hold a Moscow hu·
man rights conference.
Mr. Genscher said the release of politi··
cal prisoners was one of three conditions
the BoM government had placed on its
participation at such a conference. The
other two were an end to the jamming of
foreign radio stations and greater freedom
to emigrate. Jamming has been reduced
and the Soviets appear to have satisfied
the last demand in the past two years by
allowing several tens of thousands of the
two mllllon ethnic Germans living in the
Soviet Union to leave the country for West
Germany.
The number of Soviet Jews allowed to
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chemical weapons plant is also wr
der construction, the State Depart.
ment said yesterday.
Department spokesman Charles
E. Redman said the Japanese govi'rnment has told the United States
that Japanese finns ..intend no fur·
!her involvement in the industnal
plant projectft because of its "llroximitY,~ to &be ct-nical factory.
Director,, Gf Central Intelligence
William · H. Webstec said Tuesday
I.hat the Ubvl1P chemical weapons
production ptant i5 ..as large as any·
thing we have seen" and ward!d" Cf
the danger ol such weapo• ·to
WC1rltl peace. It reportedly is loQied

~
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All Political Prisoners to Be Freed,
Moscow Infarms Visiting Germans
Move Appears to Be a Bid
For West's AC"Ceptance
Of Human Rights Event
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within an industrial compleic Libya
is building 45 miles 10uthwell :of
Tripoli.
Tbe United States earliez had
CJsked Japan about any possible ~1volvement of Japanese firms in the
plant because of lepOrtJ that the J>
pan Steel Works had played a major
building a Libyan metallur·
role
izical wotks at the same industrial

m

:.ite~

• U.S. officials had feared the metal works might be used to make
contai_ners or .delivery vehicles for
poi~ gases manufactured at the
nPa~1. i~bemirid plant.

15

Pg. 58
A Wa:.!iingtoo Post article Tuesday fl!OOrrectly left the impression
that the Japanese firm had helped t1>
build the chemical plant and that
the United States had expressed its
concern to the .i.nese government about Mus..
Redman said the United States
had no inforJl!ation indicating Japanese firms were ever involved in
:my way either in Libyan production
()j diemiC'<11-..·arlare agents or in the
rnnstruct ion Of ttle chemical plant.
Japan hl!S 'Iii~ told the United
States I.hat "'there are no Japanese
n.1ti011al$ oo~ ~orking at the industnargiie." Redman said.
.
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spin obtained ·the 6351 alloy from
LuJ:fer USA Limited.
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First Soviet shuttle
is poised for launch
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Space Semces Inc:., a private
company headed by fonner
The microscopic cracks referred
astronaut Deke Slayton, has won
to in the DOT safety warning, Jensen
the first government contract to
contended, are caused by different
manufacturing processes used in
launch a rocket and scientific
forming the necks ol the aluminum
payload on a sub-<>rbital mission
bottles.
MOSCOW CAPl-The first Soviet Buran, with its name emblazoned in
next year, NASA announced.
space shuttle will be launched Satur· red, attached to the Energia on a
The commercial launch contract
Jensen said most of the bottles
day, the Soviet Union said yesterday.
launch pad at the Soviet Union's
is for $1 million. The company's
made under the DOT civilian specifi·
The liftoff follows months of de· Baikonur Cosmodrome on the Centwo-stage Starfire rocket will be
cations are shaped by using a die,
lays similar to those that plagued the traJ Asian steppes of the republic of
which he suggested accounts for the
fired into the upper atmosphere
maiden voyage of the shuttle's U.S.
tiny cracks that eventually develop.
was planned for i.,__in_M_ar_c_h_19_8_9_._ _ _ _ _ _--I
twin.
This problem doesn't occur, he said,
A government commission set the the first half of this year but was
On Sept. 29, Tuss said the first
with the necks of the military bot·
launch for 6:23 a.m. Moscow time posrponed as technical problems
ties, which are formed in a spinning
Saturday (11:23 p.m. EDT tomor- arose, officials said. A Soviet TV an- mission was planned ~to conduct a
process.
row) after receiving reports from nouncer indicated yesterday the comprehensive flight test of tbe
"Jensen is no metallurgist," respecialists following several thou- launch time could be pushed back spaceship's design and its on-board
plied Corbin, who used to buy bottles
sand tests of the Buran and its . because tests of systems may take systems without a crew on board
from Hydrospin. Corbin said the
during liftoff. in orbit and during
booster rocket, the Energia, the offi· longer than anticipated.
molecular properties and grain
"The 29th of October is a day automatic landing as well as to concial news agency Tuss reported.
structure of the alloy don't change
"Buran" is Russian for snow· when confidence, hopes and fears tinue upgrading the booster rocket
regardless of the shaping process
will be confirmed or refuted," the and ground flight control aids."
storm.
used.
The Soviet shuttle program has
Preparations for pouring nearly announcer :;.a.id.
When Corbin sold bis basiness to
The maiden flight of the U.S. shut· been shrouded in secrecy since it
2,000 tons of liquid hydrogen, oxy· 9
began in 1982, and Soviet Foreign
Johnson Industries in 1982, he regen and hydrocarbon fuel into Ener- ti e Col um b.ia m
1 81 was posrponed Ministry officials said yesterda" Cormained with the company as direcgia, billed as the world's most power- many times because of technical
'
eign reporters would not be allowed
tor of research and developmenL
ful booster rocket, are to begin today, snags.
But a falling-out occurred in 1984,
Soviet officials have said the first to view the launch.
Tuss said. The rocket is capable of
spawning a continuing - and bitter
What little information the Sovi·
carrying more than l 00 tons of cargo flight would be pilotless to prevent
- competitive and legal battle.
into Earth orbit, and up to 20 tons to accidents like the Jan. 28. 1986, ex· ets have given about the shuttle has
plosion of the U.S. shuttle Chai· appeared timed for political pur·
the planets Mars and Venus.
~in and his wile, Tedi, ultiposes, to highlight the capabilities of
Energia is less powerful than the lenger that killed~ astronauts
mately mo~ to Florida and Corbin
Sovie!
media
did
oot
say
how
long
their
manned space program as
Saturn
rocket
that
powered
the
Superior Composites, Inc., was in·
corporated. Tedi became president American Apollo capsules to the Bur.m's miss1cm would last. H lhe measured against the American
test flight is successful, a mission counterpart.
moon.
and Corbin is director of research
Tuss transmitted the first pictures
State-run television yesterday with two cosmonauts is to follow, but
and development.
of the So\•iet shuttle on Sept. 29, at
In 1987, as Corbin prepared to showed the white delta-shaped Soviet officials have not said when.
about the same time the U.S. shuttle
resume production of lifeboat cylin· · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Discovery was launched from Cape
ders, Comdyne sued in U.S. District dyne had defrauded the government Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, made Canaveral, Fla. The Discovery misCourt in Trenton, N.J., charging him
inquiries to the Navy about the sion marked a return of the Amer·
Corbin, in a subsequent court fil. matter.
with trade name infringement and
ican manned space program after a
ing,
was
unrepentant
He
acknowl·
unfair competition. The initials of
The Navy disallowed Comdyne's 2V:r-year suspension caused by the
the old Corbin Sales Corporation edged making statements to bid protest, calling it "without Challenger accident.
bought by Johnson in 1982 are CSC, "various governmental agencies," meriL"
French officials in Paris, meanthe same initials as those of Corbin including naval intelligence, based
In its letter to Comdyne, the Navy while, said an Ariane rocket will be
on "my belief that the plaintiff had, also noted that Comdyne's claim of
Superior Composites.
launched between 10:17 p.m. and
Corbin responded with a counter- in fact, committed a crime. I regard having a "100 percent record" far 11:13 p.m. EDT tomorrow from the
it
as
my
civic
duty
to
the
public
to
claim, charging that Comdyne had
quality was "no longer a valid situa- European Space Agency launch site
tion." ·
•
filed the lawsuit in an attempt to report this matter."
in Kourou, French Guiana, on the
A Naval Investigative Service
block competition.
northern coast of South America.
cf
the
obtained
copies
Corbin,
who
spokesman confirmed the matter
The new satellite will provide a
correspondence under the Freedom
Corbin alleged that Comdyne ofli· has been under investigation.
cials had made false statements
of Information Act. also recelvt'd better TV picture and stereo sound.
The competitive feuding has con- ..:op:es of the quality deficien-:y re- It 1"e11resent~ the first step for Euabout Corbin to potential customers
and, according to court documents, tinued with a fight over new Navy ports showing that 34 of I 06 Com- rope toward the new technology of
followed a "pattern of racketeering contracts.
dyne cylinders tested in March were high-definition television, officials
say.
After Corbin was awarded a con· found to be deficient.
·
activity" and defrauded the Navy by
The satellite was developed over a
changing serial numbers on lifeboat tract to supply replacement lifeboat
Twenty of 100 cylinders tested in
cylinders to the Navy in July, Com· May were deficient because of decade for about $250 million by the
cylinders selected for testing.
Comdyne responded with an dyne filed a protest, charging the cracked and· unraveled wrappings, government's broadcasting authority.
amended complaint, adding "trade Navy with improperly awarding the the reports said.
libel" to the list for statements contract. Politicians, including Sen.
· .fbin allegedly made that Com·
MOSCOW ... fr o m ?q. 15
emigrate also has risen. In 1986, about
2.000 were permitted to leave. Last year
the number climbed to 8.155 and this year
TV NEWS ... from Pg. 6
about 10,000 have departed.
The Reagan administration has said it
"Morning
Edition," 10 Oct. concerning DOD and high-tech
would consider the proposal for a Moscow
1988, interview with Aleksandr industries;
TR-SS,
CNN's
conference if the Soviets meet certain er!·
teria, including releasing pclitJcal pris·
Alexyev,
author of a · Rand "Newsmaker Sunday," 23 Oct.
oners, generally improving their human
Corp. study titled Inside The 1988, interview with Sec/Enrights performance, guaranteeing that any
Soviet Army In Af~han1stan; ergy John Harrington and House
group that ~ished to would be allowed to
TR-80, NPR's "All Things Con- Energy and Commerce Co!Mlittee
attend the session, demonstrate and hold
sidered," 19 Oct. 1988, report Chairman John Dingell (D-MI)
press conferences. and resolving a number
on Defense Science Board study on nuclear weapons plants.)
of pending famliy reunification cases.
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HUMAN RIGHTS IN EASTERN EUROPE
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Eastern Europe today,
~
~an rights remains a subject of major concern) The past

LI

decade has
reversals.
(rt• T

~rJ1-1i

seen~

~

µ

-~-"-~

concrete advances -4!nd, in.deed, som«:::::::SV.

One has only to think of the brutal tactics of the
f•l.-U

f

ZOMo¥ in suppressing Solidarity in the early 1980s or, more
recently, the repression of Bulgaria's ethnic Turks in that
country's campaign of forced assimilation -- an effort which
would have been comic, even ludicrous had the results not been
tragic for so many.

;),,.....:,.,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ µ, ~~

1~

rj/K~:.ft,"7""',

Yet in the long, slow process of seeking change there are,
I think, signs of great hope -- of great potential.

In large
I

part, these result from pragmatic judgments by the current
leade£aaip-in Eastern Europe.

Forty years and more of

experience have convinced all but the most stubborn that

r

~

~,_>?

-+'.11/r

L Elflrl~tf-r- ST.ti. f1Ylrl'

A_.,,/,~

7r

classic Marxist economicsfare doomed to fail in a modern
world.

ii

At the same time their .P<>PUlations, ~it.a
gr aa-., are ~111lf•'~
L.11"")
,/~I~,,
e /111.dt
-f, -f~ R.,,,11-t ,f T, "",,,/~
in~e •ae meaesa werld-i
Though some still try, no one

yet has invented an infallible, "air-tight" seal to prevent the
flow of information across national borders.

As a result, the

"revolution of rising expectations" is as strong today in
Eastern Europe as anywhere in the world.

·'\ ·

\

\

I
..,__.
The classic response to such popular pressure,
totalitarianism, is no longer an option.

Few of Eastern

Europe's present leaders are prepared to accept the costs which
doctrinaire absolutism -- the terror tactics and unbridled
repression of 40 years ago -- would bring today.

Instead, they

must seek to meet the aspirations of their people1 or risk
becoming,
as some already have, -- irrelevant anachronisms
who must eventually pass from the scene "unwept, unhonored and
unsung."

we can only contin e to press for w
possible,

interests

true

face of their
for their ea

and
and easy dep

For the majority of the peoples of Eastern Europe today,
however, I believe there is great hope.

As the vast system

which has controlled their fates for forty years becomes more
pragmatic, it must inevitably turn more and more to what we
Americans see as the true and only purpose of Government
that of securing for the people those inalienable rights which
are the birthright of all mankind.

We have seen evidence this process is beginning to occur
throughout much of Eastern Europe today.

<1 mentioned

aQ0¥8 hear

lndeed;

witne&& to tais f·ae-.

~he

ex•m;?ar

la Pelend today,

..

to

at the whole o~tern Europe, I

ink it ~air

s~progress

~st

there has been

on h

n rights

a /iL

The nations of Eastern Europe h9¥8

~

becom~q-for

the

most part, active and responsible participants in the CSCE
r41f 11 ., ,... ~/''< r

--()1

J~~-11/_,J,_j

process established at Helsinki ~-g-73·, r-Tl\ey no longer seel_c .rl .h
J.vcl'r.Uf 1A?lt;; ~ ~i.._.,rw
to hide behind charges of "interference in internal affairs" to
\_
deflect criticism of theirAhurnan rights behavior.

They

F"A""fO

acknowledge the standards they accepted in the Universal

\.

Declaration of Human Rights and the Helsinki Accords, and they
acknowledge, implicitly, that these standards are absolute, not
subject to interpretation as the interests of socialism
any other doctrine -- might dictate.

or

In their striving to

achieve economic and social progress, the leadership of Eastern
Europe appears increasingly to understand that such economic
and social "rights" in practice cannot be fully realized where

In Hungary, the leadership has long sought innovative
th~~~onomic

challenges facing the country. As a
~-2fRtl
~-~
result, Hungary's
eeongmy became one o~ the -"'''
s~ro~.-in

Eastern Europe.

With that change occurred a concomitant

't

~

{

~

civil and political freedom does not exist.

solutions to

......

~

one

(h

<:
J

,/'t'

might almost say a necessary

Jt' ~ .,

r...'0

relaxation of the iron/grip

_j\

which had seized the country in 1956; Hungarians became, and

,·..;

remain, among the freest people in Eastern Europe today .

.

J(j

Despite current economic problems, and occasional retrogression
on the human rights front, as Hungarians prepare to write a new
constitution the potential for further advances toward real
democracy and respect for human rights remains high.

-r~~I
In Czechoslovakia, another nation once e£ttshed into the
mold of Marxist orthodoxy by Soviet tanks, a new leadership has
taken ovez.: and continues ~autiously BYt predietaaly to
Tlffl

consolidate its position.
-

---

- ------ ---- -----~

Thoug

Hvl"I),.,

no d

l?t t.;I

rr

p -rLu/ "11tA-' I ~

atic advan e

in human

rights have

and
and there
who

further improvement.

We continue to press as well in Romania, whose leadership's
record is a sad one of ~kept promis~ misrepresentations and
Despite constitutional guarantees,

freedom of speech does not exist in Romania

today~
9

/;_

.Ven

more tragic, the legitimate concerns of the people have no
avenue of expression except through spontaneous outbursts~£

violen~'!Jlike that brutally suppressed in the Transylvanian
city of Brasov last year.

h.A~

A~~'

We continue to press for

apparent self-delusion.

""''TH

~~
~~

ormerly applied
dis

~I

.,rlJ~

Grandiose, ill-conceived economic

r;
schemes have brought the people of this
to the brink of real hunger and want.

~Ooaltaool land ,_,,----'":I:
Claims to the contrary /

notwithstanding, the Government seeks to stifle religion:

l! A

the

Roman Catholic Church is, technically, illegal as are
Nazarenes, Mormons, Christian Scientists, Jehovah's

I

Unia~~

close to a million, are;

forced to worship in secret.

Even "approved" denominatio~s,

such as the Baptists, Pentecostals, Evangelical and Ref / med
Churches and Seventh-Day Adventists

-1i
r t ~

facilities, clecgy and even Bibles while Government
-- and even some churchmen -- mouth pious denials.
all, under its present leadership the young people of Romania
today -- as we hear constantly from those both in and outside
the country -- have lost faith in their country's future.

The

~

forces of change affecting the Soviet Union today have less
effect in Romania than anywhere else in Eastern Europe.

These forces are, however, bein

felt strongly in Romania's
":!

neighbor Bulgaria, a
Russia•
old-guard
possible solutions

willingness
and openly.

~ ~\,..

Witnesse~ ~·r ~

and other religions known and respected in the West.
believers, thought

~

closely aligned with
As a res\ilt, the country's
toward the West for
difficulties; and with thia

discuss areas of concern more frankly

.1".

UNCLASSIFIED
..•

These forces, however, are beginning to be felt in
Romania's neighbor, Bulgaria, a nation especially closely

I

ligned with the USSR.

a'here has been some

our bilateral relations.

BC~a1'1e

progress in

We have seen 11 of the 27 divided

family cases now resolved, a heartening step forward.

The

government has announced new social and political measures
designed to

_le_s~en L

\ 1J

J

the official burden on travel and

gQb~'el ,---- -

- - - ----

emigration .\/\. At the same lime, we have been very disappointed
~

to witness the continued persecution of the Turkish minority
and their enforced "assimilation ...

1 ~~n~1i +.-~

continues to harass Bulgarians who protest peacefully against
human rights abuses in their own country;'!
among policies must be resolved in favor of
and glasnost if Bulgaria is ever to achiev
it could achieve under a free society.

Drafted:
Cleared:

EUR/EEY/RA:JWZerol~9A)
EUR/EEY:JSe~r

UNCLASSIFIED

s

ch a conflict

;,A

~ ~

~

reater deaocracy
the potential which

~,.__....~-

/

/

In the Germa~Democrati~ /Republic,

er traditionalist

"old-guard" regime has not,. ,,felaxed its g
its xenophobia.

,.

on the people, or

/

/

Nevertl1eless
some
,/

has occurred:

,}l increasing;

travel to the West

of the more lethal

·'

devices guarding the frontier a

westward penetration have
inclinations toward
been
ld further erode the

The most dramatic changes, of course, have occurred so far
in Poland, where the Government continues to seek avenues for
real dialogue with the people,
perceives for itself.
i.lld

While

withi_i~ ~~ts

~e

it

&trategio-, ideological

with its strongly
e J,~
~stern orientation, its independent and courageous ~wlieie~,
e~heE

limits remain, it is in Poland

~

t../

its long experience in the struggle for liberty, and the
morality implicit in its religious orientation -- that the ·
greatest potential for further progress toward true democracy
and respect for human rights exists.

Just as in the rest of -Eastern Europe, however) real,
lasting progress in Poland remains potential.
tlle pae~

•e

~·

aeea ia.

aew

eHO!enoue fee-as• - A-serious downturn in the
~~·
world economy; a shift in the fresh breezes of reform now
.

blowing through the Kremlin -- might doom this potential to be

&.-'

~ ~. ~~1 . ~·~·<i_

- ~- - ~~;/ .

In the German Democratic Republic another "old guard"
regime deploys an efficient and pervasive security apparatus to
maintain tight control over the people. Fundamental freedoms
are restricted. Nevertheless some improvement has occurred,
particularly in the area of human contacts. Travel has
increased over the past three years to the point where almost
one quarter of the population will visit the West this year. -rr1~
,,e'pportunities for those below pension age in particular have
gone up dramatically. Some of the more lethal devices designed
to prevent escape have also been eliminated; but despite
reports of a change in the "shoot-to-kill" order in force along
the Wall, shots continue to be fired at individuals seeking to
leave. Travel and other contacts contribute to the overcoming
of barriers between East and West and the erosion of
totalitarian Marxism in East Germany.

I

I

~~

long delayed of realization.

So, despite the progress which

has occurred, and the vastly greater potential for further
improvement, we cannot afford to relax.

We must, and will,

continue to look closely at the individual circumstances of
each of the countries of Eastern Europe and, in the formulation
and execution of our policy, to seek to exploit e7ery
~

encourage more rapid progress toward true

·aemocracy and true respect for human rights.

Political reality dictates that one cannot talk about human
rights in East Central Europe without discussing the nation
that has effectively controlled the destiny of Eastern Europe
since the end of World War II.

I am referring, of course, to

the Soviet Union.

When General Secretary Gorbachev came to power in March
1985, there was little reason to believe that there would be

major advances in the area of human rights, and indeed, the
•
ui-(,Ji.L,·
·
· hed b y
first
years of Mr. Gorbachev's tenure wee
not d ist1nqu1s

significant improvement in this area.
glimmers of hope began to appear.

But by

l~~e

1986, a few

Political arrests were

dramatically reduced, a handful of political prisoners were
quietly released ahead of schedule, and on December 19, 1986,
Dr. Andrei Sakharov stepped off a train in Moscow after almost
seven years illegal exile in the city of Gorky.

In 1987, the

Soviet government pardoned or amnestied approximately 350
political prisoners out of approximately 750 known to the
West.
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When General Secretary Gorbachev came to power in March
1985, there was little reason to believe that there would be
major advances in the area of human rights, and indeed, the
first years of Mr. Gorbachev's tenure was not distinguished by
significant improvement in this area.
glimmers of hope began to appear.

But by late 1986, a few

Political arrests were

dramatically reduced, a handful of political prisoners were ·
quietly released ahead of schedule, and on December 19, 1986,
Dr. Andrei Sakharov was released from his seven years of
illegal exile in the city of Gorky.

In 1987, the Soviet

government pardoned or amnestied approximately 350
~
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prisoners out of approximately 750 known to the West.
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To the

best of our knowledge, however, none of these former prisoners
have been rehabilitated as provided for by Soviet law, and,
should the political climate change, they could find themselves
back in labor camp or internal exile.

In addition, the West is

still aware of approximately 250 persons believed to be
political prisoners still held in labor camp, prison, or
exile.
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There is a more tolerant attitude by authorities in some
parts of the Soviet Union toward public dissent, both in terms
of demonstrations and independent publications.

An increasing

number of persons are no longer afraid to speak openly, and
books and authors that had been "in the drawer" for years
previously, are now being published, or serialized in
journals.

Of course, whether or not to publish still depends

on government permission.

For instance, we understand that

parts of Alexander Solzhenitsyn's "GULag Archipelago" may be
published in a Soviet periodical•

But we would note that

"GULag" has already been published, in Russian, in Paris.

Why

not simply allow the book to be brought freely into the Soviet
Union, and save the time, money and periodical space for other
valuable works of literature that may have been repre11ed in
the past.

Jv
In January of this. year,fussR Supreme Soviet prOllUl&ated
new regulations that theoretically make it more difficult to
incarcerate individuals in psychiatric facilitie1 acaiust their
will.

We hope that these regulations will be assiduou1ly

honored, and in addition, call for the release or reezaaiuatiou
of dozens of persons still believed by the West to be
involuntarily held in psychiatric hospitals on the ba1l1 of

seat of their faith?

The Ukrainian Catholic Church, which

was illegally and brutally abolished in Lviv in 1946, must be
allowed to exist openly in the Soviet Union, it!members
permi tt
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We hope that the promised new regulations on religion will
allow more freedom for believers to engage in charitable
activiti~s.

religious education of children, and evangelizing

outside of church premises.

But then, when one thinks about

it, why does any nation need "laws on religion"?

As long as

believers observe the civil liberties of their fellow citizens,
why should they be subject to restrictions on their
activities?

If atheists are allowed to openly propogate the

"non-faith", why shouldn't believers be allowed to go forth and
preach their
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One of the basic rights recognized by the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the "right to leave
one's country and return" to it.

In the past few years, the

number of Soviet citizens allowed to emigrate has consistently
risen compared to the first years of this decade.
Nevertheless, there are still dozens of long-time "refuseniks"
.

who are being allowed to emigrate, many
of "state secrecy".
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the specious grounds

It is inconceivable to think that the

security of the Soviet Union could be seriously undermined by·
the departure of a woman who last worked as a secretary-for the
secret police in 1947.

Or that a man could represent · auch --a · ·
.

.·.•.
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.
threat to any country that he could be prevented from leaving
seventeen years later.

These cases, and many similar, simply

must be resolved by a nation whose leaders claimf to wish to
develop a civil society for their people.

The changes, in all areas, taking place in the Soviet
Union, are indeed welcome.

No one would seriously deny that

incremental changes have taken place in the area of human
rights, an area that Soviet spokesmfn have admitted has "given
us trouble in the past.

We look forward to continued progress

in this area and for the inst.&tionalization of these changes,
to the extent that this is possible, as a means to assure that
there will be no retreat regardless of whom is at the helm in
Moscow.
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